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Abstract

XL-Calibur is a hard X-ray (15-80 keV) polarimetry mission operating from a stabilised balloon-borne platform
in the stratosphere. It builds on heritage from the X-Calibur mission, which observed the accreting neutron star
GX 301−2 from Antarctica, between December 29th 2018 and January 1st 2019. The XL-Calibur design incorporates
an X-ray mirror, which focusses X-rays onto a polarimeter comprising a beryllium rod surrounded by Cadmium
Zinc Telluride (CZT) detectors. The polarimeter is housed in an anticoincidence shield to mitigate background from
particles present in the stratosphere. The mirror and polarimeter-shield assembly are mounted at opposite ends of a
12 m long lightweight truss, which is pointed with arcsecond precision by WASP – the Wallops Arc Second Pointer.
The XL-Calibur mission will achieve a substantially improved sensitivity over X-Calibur by using a larger effective
area X-ray mirror, reducing background through thinner CZT detectors, and improved anticoincidence shielding.
When observing a 1 Crab source for tday days, the Minimum Detectable Polarisation (at 99% confidence level) is
∼2% · t−1/2

day . The energy resolution at 40 keV is ∼5.9 keV. The aim of this paper is to describe the design and
performance of the XL-Calibur mission, as well as the foreseen science programme.
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1. Introduction1

Black-hole systems, neutron stars and other compact2

objects are too small and distant to be imaged. Infor-3

mation on source geometry and high-energy emission4
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mechanisms is instead derived from spectral and tim-5

ing measurements. Although spectacular advances have6

been made, results are often model-dependent with in-7

terpretation subject to irresolvable degeneracies. X-ray8

polarimetry provides an independent diagnostic, which9

probes anisotropies due to relativistic motions and/or10

the presence of magnetic fields in sources. Two new11

observables are introduced to describe the high-energy12

emission – the linear polarisation fraction (%) and the13

linear polarisation angle (degrees). One of the high-14

lights of astrophysics during this decade will be estab-15

lishing X-ray polarimetry as a new window on the high-16

energy universe.17

In the soft X-ray band (2–8 keV), a major step for-18

ward will be provided by the Imaging X-ray Polarime-19

try Explorer (IXPE) satellite mission which is scheduled20

for launch in 2021 [1, 2]. In the hard X-ray band, ob-21

servations are possible from the stratosphere (∼40 km22

altitude) and balloon-borne polarimeters have recently23

made initial observations of bright sources in the ∼(15–24

100 keV) energy band [3, 4, 5]. This paper describes25

the design of a second-generation balloon-borne mis-26

sion, XL-Calibur (XL stands for eXtra Large), shown27

in Fig. 1, which will greatly extend polarimetric mea-28

surements in the 15-80 keV band. XL-Calibur follows29

on from the X-Calibur mission [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], which30

was flown on two engineering flights from Fort Sumner,31

New Mexico, USA (2014 & 2016) and as a Long Du-32

ration Balloon flight from McMurdo, Antarctica (De-33

cember 2018–January 2019). Although the Antarctica34

flight was unexpectedly brief (∼2 days long), X-Calibur35

made detailed temporal and spectral observations of the36

accretion-powered pulsar GX 301−2, and constrained37

polarisation parameters [3]. The X-Calibur observations38

were complemented by simultaneous spectral and tim-39

ing studies by NICER, Swift XRT, and Fermi GBM.40

The XL-Calibur mission uses a 12 m focal length X-41

ray mirror to focus X-rays onto an actively shielded42

polarimeter comprising a beryllium scattering rod sur-43

rounded by Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) detectors.44

The mirror and polarimeter assemblies are mounted at45

either end of a lightweight truss, which can be pointed46

with arcsecond precision. XL-Calibur will replace the47

InFOCµS 8 m focal length mirror [11, 12, 13] used48

by X-Calibur with the 12 m focal length mirror from49

the Formation Flight Astronomical Survey Telescope50

(FFAST) mission [14], thereby achieving a 3 (10) times51

larger collection area at 15 keV (60 keV). Compared to52

X-Calibur, XL-Calibur will benefit from a background53

count rate reduced by a factor of 25 through a combi-54

nation of thinner CZT detectors and improved anticoin-55

cidence shielding. The XL-Calibur technique is readily56

transferrable to a satellite platform [15, 16]. Table 1 de-57

tails the XL-Calibur team leads.58

Combining observations of future soft X-ray po-59

larimeters like IXPE, eXTP [17], PRAXyS [18], or RED-60

SOX [19] with those of the hard X-ray polarimeter XL-61

Calibur will be a cost-effective option for harvesting62

some of the science highlights of X-ray polarimetry.63

There is also synergy with proposed wide field-of-view64

hard X-ray polarimetry missions such as COSI [20],65

LEAP [21] and POLAR–2 [22]. The polarimetric ob-66

servations will provide geometric information on emis-67

sion regions a few femto-degrees across (for a source68

at the distance of the black-hole binary Cyg X−1).69

Joint measurements of the temporal, spectral and lin-70

ear polarisation properties of the emission from neutron71

stars and black-hole systems will probe strong gravity,72

strong-field quantum electrodynamics (QED), and the73

behaviour of hadronic matter at extreme densities and74

pressures. While broadband observations are important75

for X-ray timing and spectral studies, they are essential76

for polarisation studies where the change of polarisa-77

tion fraction and angle with energy, rather than the ab-78

solute values at specific energies, reveals the geometry79

and physical properties of the emission region.80

Two XL-Calibur flights have been approved under the81

NASA Astrophysics Research and Analysis (APRA)82

programme. The first flight will take place from Es-83

range, Sweden (to Canada, 5-7 day flight) in mid-2022.84

The second flight is foreseen from McMurdo, Antarc-85

tica (circumpolar, ∼8-55 day flight), nominally at the86

end of 2023. The 15-80 keV XL-Calibur observations87

will be highly complementary to the 2–8 keV IXPE88

observations and allow the energy dependence of po-89

larisation parameters to be studied. An overview of90

the science drivers for X-ray polarimetry is provided in91

[6, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. The highlights of the XL-Calibur92

science programme are as follows:93

1. XL-Calibur observations of the hard X-ray emis-94

sion of stellar-mass black holes in X-ray binaries95

such as Cyg X−1 and GX 339−4 will constrain the96

properties of the X-ray bright coronas. The joint97

IXPE and XL-Calibur results will disentangle the98

polarisation of the thermal accretion disk emission,99

and the direct and reflected coronal emission.100

2. XL-Calibur is ideally suited to make precision101

measurements of the birefringent properties of102

the QED vacuum surrounding highly-magnetised103

accreting pulsars like Her X−1, GX 301−2, and104

Vela X−1. This is particularly informative at the105

energies of their Cyclotron Resonant Scattering106

Features (CRSF), where the competition of QED107
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Figure 1: The XL-Calibur mission will use a 12 m long truss equipped with an X-ray mirror at one end (image left) and a scattering polarimeter at
the other end (image right). The XL-Calibur truss will use the same design elements as the 8 m long X-Calibur truss, but with larger-diameter and
thicker-wall carbon fibre tubes and Al joints with increased strength to obtain a similar overall stiffness. The resulting X-ray telescope is pointed
by the WASP system with an absolute pointing knowledge of 15′′ and a pointing precision of <1′′ Root Mean Square (RMS).

and plasma birefringence is expected to lead to ex-108

tremely high and strongly energy-dependent po-109

larisation. The joint IXPE and XL-Calibur obser-110

vations have the potential to determine the emis-111

sion geometry (e.g. pencil beam or fan beam) and112

to study the impact of strong QED effects on the113

birefringence of the magnetised plasma and the114

polarisation-dependent scattering cross-sections.115

3. XL-Calibur can distinguish between competing116

emission models of the rotation-powered Crab pul-117

sar – an archetypical cosmic particle accelerator.118

XL-Calibur’s high sensitivity will allow phase-119

resolved polarimetry, cleanly separating contribu-120

tions from the pulsar and from the nebula.121

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.122

The design of the XL-Calibur mission is detailed in Sec-123

tion 2, the expected performance is presented in Sec-124

tion 3, the science programme is described in Section 4,125

and a discussion is presented in Section 5.126

2. Mission Design and Implementation127

XL-Calibur uses a 12 m focal length mirror to fo-128

cus X-rays onto an actively shielded broadband scat-129

tering polarimeter. The components are mounted on130

a truss, which is pointed with arcsecond precision us-131

ing the Wallops Arc Second Pointer (WASP) [28]. Fo-132

cussed X-rays impinge on the centre of a beryllium rod133

(Fig. 2). Owing to the low atomic number of beryl-134

lium, a large fraction (e.g. ∼85% at 30 keV) of the X-135

rays scatter from the rod into a circumjacent assembly136

of high atomic number CZT detectors. As linearly po-137

larised X-rays scatter preferentially perpendicular to the138

orientation of the electric field vector, the distribution139

of azimuthal scattering angles encodes the polarisation140

fraction and angle. For a beam with polarisation frac-141

tion, p0, and polarisation angle, ψ0,142

dN
dψ

=
1

2π
[
1 + µ p0 cos (2(ψ − ψ0 − π/2))

]
, (1)

where N is the number of photons scattered, ψ is the143

azimuthal scattering angle, and µ = 51.3% is the144
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Name Affiliation Role
H. Krawczynski∗ WUSTL Principal Investigator, science analysis, polarimeter, truss

fabrication and test
H. Awaki Ehime University Mirror mounting on gondola
R. Bose WUSTL Electronics lead
D. Braun WUSTL Component design
G. De Geronimo DG CIRCUITS Polarimeter ASICs
V. Guarino Guarino Engineering Mechanical design, including truss
K. Harmon NASA WFF WASP management
S. Heatwole NASA WFF Star cameras
M. Ishida ISAS/JAXA Mirror alignment bars
F. Kislat∗ University of New Hampshire Data acquisition and telemetry software, science simula-

tions and analysis
J. Lanzi NASA WFF WASP design
Y. Maeda∗ ISAS/JAXA Mirror fabrication, calibration and alignment
H. Matsumoto Osaka University Mirror calibration with SPring-8 synchrotron beams
T. Okajima∗ NASA GSFC Mirror alignment
M. Pearce∗ KTH Lead of Swedish team – background simulations, BGO

anticoincidence shield, science analysis
H. Takahashi∗ Hiroshima University Lead of Japanese team. Support to mirror activities, sci-

ence analysis
E.A. Wulf NRL Polarimeter ASICs

Table 1: XL-Calibur team leads. The persons marked with an asterisk form the XL-Calibur Executive Committee, which assists the Principal
Investigator with mission management.

modulation factor evaluated for X-Calibur (also repre-145

sentative for XL-Calibur). The modulation factor is146

largely energy-independent across the XL-Calibur en-147

ergy range [8]. The mirror focusses X-rays using graz-148

ing incidence reflection, which reduces the polarisa-149

tion fraction by less than 1% [29, 30]. Table 2 sum-150

marises the XL-Calibur design and performance param-151

eters, including the minimum detectable polarisation152

(MDP, %) [24], where there is a 1% chance to measure153

a polarisation fraction ≥MDP for an unpolarised beam,154

and,155

MDP =
429%
µRS

√
RS + RBG

tobs
, (2)

tobs is the on-source integration time in seconds (ex-156

pressed in days, tday, in Table 2), and RS (RBG) is the157

source (background) counting rate (Hz).158

2.1. The WASP gondola and pointing system159

The truss assembly is mounted in a custom gondola,160

which incorporates the WASP pointing system [28].161

The gondola is suspended beneath a modified NASA162

rotator, which provides large-angle azimuth targeting163

and coarse azimuth stabilisation. The WASP system164

points the truss using a pitch/yaw articulated gimbal165

mounted on the gondola. Sub-arcsecond pointing is166

enabled by the mechanical design of the gimbal hubs,167

where high-precision angular contact bearings float the168

rotor-side and stator-side of the hub on a central shaft.169

Small-diameter motors act on the central shafts of each170

hub through gearboxes to eliminate static friction. The171

shafts in each hub pair are counter-rotated, minimis-172

ing the residual kinetic friction. Large-diameter brush-173

less direct-current torque motors act on each control174

axis. The pointing attitude is computed by integrat-175

ing the attitude angles provided by a gyro-based in-176

ertial navigation system (Northrop Grumman LN251).177

Absolute pointing information is derived from a cus-178

tom star camera. Control torques are computed using179

a modified proportional-integral-derivative control law180

for each axis. The quaternion output of the star camera181

is combined with the integrated attitude solution from182

the LN251 unit using a 6-state extended Kalman fil-183

ter. The WASP system pointed X-Calibur with a Root184

Mean Square (RMS) precision of ∼1′′ during the 2016185

and 2018/19 balloon flights [31].186

The XL-Calibur WASP configuration will include187

several upgrades. XL-Calibur will use two star cam-188

eras. One star camera will be co-aligned with the X-189
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Figure 2: The XL-Calibur detection principle (not drawn to scale): the X-ray mirror focusses source photons onto a beryllium scattering rod located
12 m away. A scattered photon is detected in the surrounding assembly of CZT detectors. The distribution of the azimuthal scattering angles is
used to measure the linear polarisation fraction and angle. A CZT detector is mounted at the far end of the beryllium rod to allow alignment studies
during flight (see Section 2.4).

ray mirror (as for X-Calibur), and the other one will be190

oriented 25◦ from the pointing axis. The second star191

camera will enable pointing at elevations exceeding 65◦192

(through the balloon), and pointing at targets in the pres-193

ence of stratospheric clouds along the line-of-sight. A194

sun sensor with a field-of-view of 40◦ will provide abso-195

lute pointing information of targets close to the Sun (e.g.196

when observing the Crab during a flight from Esrange).197

The WASP simulation model predicts that the 12 m long198

XL-Calibur telescope truss can be pointed with a perfor-199

mance comparable to or better than that achieved for the200

8 m long version used by X-Calibur.201

2.2. The 12 m long telescope truss202

The XL-Calibur truss will build on the flight-proven203

design of the X-Calibur truss [9]. The truss (Fig. 3) is204

composed of five parts, which bolt together: the cen-205

tre frame of welded aluminium with protruding hubs,206

which attach to the WASP gondola; the two-part mirror207

truss, with an aluminium-composite honeycomb panel208

carrying the 12 m focal length X-ray mirror; and the209

two-part detector truss, which holds another honeycomb210

panel, housing the polarimeter-anticoincidence shield211

assembly.212

Each section comprises carbon fibre tubes with213

excellent mechanical and thermal expansion proper-214

ties, which are glued into custom-machined aluminium215

joints using the epoxy adhesive Loctite E120-HP. A216

glass-bead bond line controller is added to ensure a uni-217

form bond thickness of 0.018 cm (0.007 inch).218

The four main chords of each truss section are con-219

tinuous throughout the length of the section. Continu-220

ous chords allow for fewer joints, increasing the stiff-221

ness and reducing thermal deformation of the truss. The222

aluminium joints at the end of the truss must resist the223

chord forces while the aluminium joints in the middle224

of the truss resist shear forces. The detector and mirror225

trusses use carbon fibre tubes with an outer diameter,226

OD, of 5.08 cm (2.0 inch). The chords for the cen-227

tre truss have a larger diameter of 6.35 cm (2.5 inch)228

OD to reduce deformation and allow the glue joints229

to resist larger forces. The carbon fibre tubes for the230

main chords of all three sections have a wall thick-231

ness of 0.635 cm (1/4 inch). The main (side) diago-232

nals are 3.81 cm (1.5 inch) OD tubes with 0.635 cm233

(1/4 inch) thick walls. The top/bottom lateral diagonals234

are 2.54 cm (1 inch) OD carbon fibre tubes with 0.32 cm235

(1/8 inch) thick walls. Smaller-diameter tubes are used236

in order to minimise the size of the joints, and the thick237

wall allows equipment to be attached to the truss using238

U-bolts. The specifications of the carbon fibre tubes are239

summarised in Table 3, and a typical joint is shown in240

Fig. 4.241

The truss structure must not fail during the large242

forces experienced during parachute deployment at the243

end of the flight. Safety requirements are stipulated by244

the NASA ballooning office1. The truss must be de-245

signed to tolerate a 16 g acceleration aligned with the246

Earth’s gravity vector. A large sample of carbon fibre247

tube-aluminium joints are currently being tested in or-248

der to optimise the strength of the joints and to accumu-249

late statistics about sample-to-sample variations. Joints250

where carbon fibre tubes are inserted into aluminium251

joints are shown to have far superior strength than alu-252

minium lugs, which insert into the bore of carbon fi-253

bre tubes, especially after temperature cycling the joints254

between −60 ◦C and +50 ◦C. The former design leads255

to a compression, and strengthening, of the glue lines256

when the samples are cooled to the temperatures ex-257

pected during the ascent in the atmosphere (particularly258

in the tropopause) and after landing in Antarctica. The259

latter design leads to an expansion of the glue lines in260

cold conditions, which would instead weaken the joints.261

1NASA document Structural Requirements and Recommendations
for Balloon Gondola Design.
https://www.csbf.nasa.gov/docs.html
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Figure 3: The design of the 12 m long truss showing the three segments. The polarimeter is located inside the box visible at image-right.

Figure 4: The XL-Calibur truss uses carbon fibre tubes joined by
aluminium joints. The image shows an example joint. The glue and
glass beads mixture is injected through small-diameter holes in the
joint.

For a nominal (1 g) load, the maximum tensile force262

of 678 kg (1494 lbs) is found in the top main chord at263

the centre support corresponding to a stress of 5.8 MPa264

(845 psi) in the tube and a glue shear stress of 0.82 MPa265

(119 psi) – a factor of 10.6 less than the strength of266

the main chord. The maximum force in the diagonal is267

215 kg (475 lbs), which is a stress of 2.4 MPa (346 psi)268

in the tube and a shear stress in the adhesive of 0.7 MPa269

(101 psi) – a factor of 39 below the strength of the diag-270

onal.271

The truss will be certified using a combination of272

methods: (a) systematic tests of joint coupons until fail-273

ure, prior to truss fabrication; (b) witness samples, pro-274

duced alongside the flight components and tested un-275

til failure; (c) a load test of the assembled truss. The276

X-Calibur truss met the requirement of <3 mm fo-277

cal spot movements during the 2018/2019 Antarctica278

flight [31]. Calculations show that the 12 m long XL-279

Property Specification
Density 1.66 g cm−3

Axial modulus of elasticity 97 GPa
Ultimate tensile strength 0.96 GPa

Thermal expansion 0.18 ×10−6 K−1

Table 3: Specifications of the carbon fiber tubes of the 12 m XL-
Calibur telescope truss.

Calibur truss will satisfy the same requirement and will280

have no eigenfrequencies below ∼10 Hz.281

2.3. The X-ray mirror282

XL-Calibur uses the 12 m focal length mirror origi-283

nally fabricated for the FFAST mission [14]. The mir-284

ror is identical to that used in the Hitomi Hard X-ray285

Telescope (HXT), but the precollimator is not installed.286

Since XL-Calibur will only observe bright sources along287

the optical axis, this does not affect the scientific perfor-288

mance. A description of the mirror specifications and289

tests can be found in [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39].290

The mirror and its energy-dependent effective area are291

shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.292

The mirror has a diameter of 45 cm, and is made of293

213 nested shells of aluminium reflectors. Each reflec-294

tor is coated with a platinum-carbon multilayer coat-295

ing with excellent grazing-incidence reflectivity from a296

few keV to 80 keV. The mirror has an effective area of297

300 cm2 at 20 keV, 180 cm2 at 30 keV and 130 cm2 at298

40 keV. The effective area drops at 78 keV owing to299

the K absorption edge of platinum. The Half Power300
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Figure 5: The X-ray mirror for the XL-Calibur mission (diameter
45 cm). The mirror was originally fabricated for the FFAST mission
and is identical to that used in the Hitomi Hard X-ray Telescope mirror
without the precollimator installed.

Diameter (HPD) of the Point Spread Function (PSF)301

is expected to be 2′ after final alignment studies at the302

SPring-8 synchrotron facility [40].303

2.4. Polarimeter and anticoincidence shield304

The design of the XL-Calibur polarimeter is shown305

in Fig. 7. It is closely related to the design used for306

X-Calibur. Incident photons pass through a tungsten307

collimator (shown in Fig. 8) and impinge on a 1.2 cm308

diameter, 8 cm long, beryllium rod. The diameter is309

matched to the mirror PSF so that 67% of the X-rays310

collected by the mirror impact the rod. While a larger311

diameter rod would intersect a higher fraction of the in-312

coming X-rays, it would also absorb a larger fraction of313

the scattered X-rays. The beryllium rod is surrounded314

by 4 sets of 4 circumadjacent CZT detectors. The col-315

limator prevents direct illumination of the CZT detec-316

tors by the focussed beam. Incident photons which do317

not scatter from the beryllium rod into a CZT detector318

may reach a 17th CZT detector, which is mounted be-319

neath the rod. The signal from this detector can be used320

to localise the source in the field-of-view, and thus ver-321

ify that the star camera/X-ray mirror/polarimeter system322

is correctly aligned during flight. The polarimeter con-323

tinuously rotates about the viewing axis (approximately324

twice per minute), which mitigates systematic effects325

arising from any non-uniform instrument response.326

The X-Calibur 2×20×20 mm3 CZT detectors are re-327

XL-Calibur
X-Calibur

Figure 6: Energy-dependent effective areas of the XL-Calibur
(FFAST) mirror (upper curve) and the X-Calibur (InFOCµS) mirror
(lower curve) [40].

placed with 0.8×20×20 mm3 versions2 since the thinner328

detectors collect a factor 1.8 fewer background events.329

Both types of detector are fully efficient up to 50 keV.330

The 2 mm and 0.8 mm thick detector efficiency subse-331

quently drops to 96% and 74%, respectively, at 80 keV.332

The detectors are contacted with 64 anode pixels with333

a pitch of 2.5 mm, and a planar cathode. Figure 9334

compares 152Eu calibration results for detectors of each335

thickness. The thinner detectors achieve superior en-336

ergy resolution, and exhibit a smaller low-energy tail.337

The arrangement of CZT detectors and read-out elec-338

tronics around the beryllium rod has been made more339

compact for XL-Calibur. This allows the inner wall340

of the anticoincidence shield to be located closer to341

the CZT detectors, thereby reducing background rates342

(see Section 3.2). As shown in Fig. 7, columns of four343

CZT detectors are arranged in a square geometry around344

the beryllium rod. Each CZT detector is mounted on345

a ceramic circuit board and interfaces with a standard346

circuit board containing digitising electronics based on347

32-channel NRL1 Application Specific Integrated Cir-348

cuits (ASIC) [41] and a 12-bit analog-to-digital con-349

verter (ADC). The 0.8 mm thick CZT detectors read out350

with the NRL1 ASICs achieve a 40 keV intrinsic energy351

resolution of 3.5 keV FWHM. Data are transmitted to352

a PC/104 computer via serial Low Voltage Differential353

Signalling (LVDS) data links. Data are stored if one354

CZT pixel registers a charge deposit exceeding a con-355

figurable threshold. The recording can be inhibited if356

a veto signal is generated due to an energy deposit in357

the anticoincidence shield. The photon arrival time is358

determined with <5 µs accuracy using a scaler synchro-359

2In both cases, the detectors are provided by Kromek.
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Figure 7: A cut-away view of the XL-Calibur polarimeter.

nised to Universal Time through the Global Positioning360

Satellite (GPS) system.361

To mitigate particle backgrounds in the stratosphere362

(for further details, see Section 3), the polarimeter is363

housed inside an anticoincidence shield [42], as shown364

in Fig. 8. For XL-Calibur, BGO scintillators are used365

rather than the CsI(Na) used for X-Calibur. BGO has a366

higher stopping power (7.1 g/cm2 density, compared to367

4.5 g/cm2 for CsI(Na)), and also benefits from a faster368

decay time (0.3 µs, compared to 0.46 µs and 4.18 µs for369

CsI(Na) [43]). The shield comprises two parts: an in-370

verted well, which covers the top (3 cm BGO thickness)371

and sides (4 cm BGO thickness) of the polarimeter,372

and a puck, which covers the bottom of the polarime-373

ter (3 cm BGO thickness). The total BGO mass used in374

the well and puck is 35.1 kg and 6.9 kg, respectively.375

Each BGO crystal assembly is housed in a light-tight376

aluminium structure. The two parts of the shield are377

bolted together, with slots provided in the mechanical378

structure for routing the polarimeter cables. The dis-379

tance between the BGO crystals in the two halves of380

the shield is 13 mm. There is no direct path to the po-381

larimeter through this passive part of the shield. The382

mechanical envelope of the shield is compatible with383

the flight-proven X-Calibur aluminium-composite hon-384

eycomb panel, which interfaces the polarimeter-shield385

assembly to the truss. Each part of the shield is read out386

by 4 photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu R6231-100) for387

Cavity for 
polarimeter

Rotation 
bearing 
and cog

Al-composite 
honeycomb

Photomultiplier 
tube

BGO crystal

BGO crystal

Tungsten 
collimator

Electronics 
boards

Figure 8: A cut-away view of the XL-Calibur anticoincidence shield
mounted on the X-Calibur aluminium-composite honeycomb panel,
which is mounted at the end of the truss. The assembly shown is
∼1 m long.

redundancy and to ensure efficient light collection in or-388

der to achieve a 100 keV veto threshold. The lower light389

yield of BGO (∼10 photons/keV) compared to CsI(Na)390

(∼41 photons/keV) may be mitigated by the choice of391

photomultiplier gain (operating voltage).392

For X-Calibur, the shield veto energy threshold was393

planned to be 150 keV, but a threshold of only ∼1 MeV394

was achieved during the flight. This situation arose395

due to the passage of minimum ionising cosmic rays396

through the CsI(Na). The resulting large photomulti-397

plier pulses (energy deposits of several tens of MeV)398

caused the shield read out electronics to saturate, pro-399

ducing a large dead-time (∼50 µs) for each such event.400

As a result, the measured background rate for X-Calibur401

was higher than expected. To avoid this issue, three de-402

sign changes have been implemented for XL-Calibur:403

(i) the photomultiplier dynode bleeder circuit has been404

redesigned including clamping diodes to limit the anode405

signal amplitude [44]; (ii) the front-end electronics use406

a faster amplifier, shaper, and discriminator chain with407
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Figure 9: Response of 2 mm thick (dashed) and 0.8 mm thick CZT
detectors (dotted) to the γ-rays of a 152Eu source. Signals from rep-
resentative single pixels for each detector thickness are shown. The
2 mm and 0.8 mm thick detectors were operated at -150 V and -80 V,
respectively. X-ray lines at 39.52 keV (Kα2), 40.12 keV (Kα1), and
45.7 keV are evident. For the 0.8 mm thick detector, the broader es-
cape peaks between 10 keV and 20 keV are visible.

pole-zero compensation to ensure that the system can408

veto a cosmic-ray rate of up to ∼50 kHz; and, (iii) the409

digital veto pulse timing and duration have been opti-410

mised, which results in a higher duty-cycle. With these411

changes, laboratory tests show that a veto threshold of412

100 keV is possible for a several hundred kHz rate of413

large pulses, which would have saturated the X-Calibur414

electronics. The design changes have been adopted for415

the new BGO shield, and will also be applied to the416

CsI(Na) shield so that it can be used as a fall-back solu-417

tion for XL-Calibur should the development of the BGO418

shield be delayed. The implication for background re-419

jection for both types of shield is discussed in Section 3.420

2.5. Power and thermal design421

Stratospheric balloon flights from high-latitude loca-422

tions are characterised by largely continuous solar il-423

lumination. XL-Calibur uses the same type of pho-424

tovoltaic (PV) arrays as the 2018/19 X-Calibur flight.425

The PV panels come from the company SunCat Solar426

and use SunPower E66 solar cells laminated onto a ro-427

bust honeycomb panel. XL-Calibur has the same power428

consumption as X-Calibur (210 W for the polarime-429

ter and mirror heaters) and 250 W for the WASP and430

NASA Columbia Scientific Ballooning Facility (CSBF)431

components. The PV power is managed by a TriStar432

MPPT60 charge controller, which regulates the 24 V433

bus supply for the polarimeter and for the Panasonic434

LC-X1220AP AGM rechargeable batteries. The batter-435

ies provide 4–6 hours of back-up power.436

During the planned balloon flights, the gondola will437

be illuminated by continuous but variable sunlight.438

Maintaining thermal control of the payload is an im-439

portant aspect of minimising systematic effects during440

measurements, e.g. to ensure that the polarimeter has a441

uniform response, and that the truss does not deform442

due to differential heating effects. In order to ensure443

predictable thermal behaviour, it is common practice to444

cover surfaces exposed to solar radiation in reflective445

aluminised mylar sheets, and white teflon tape. Data446

from the previous X-Calibur flight [31] have been used447

to assess the thermal modelling approach and inform the448

XL-Calibur thermal design. For electronic components,449

the XL-Calibur thermal design approach is driven by the450

low ambient pressure at float altitude, which means that451

the primary heat transfer mechanisms are radiation and452

conduction. Dedicated heat-conduction paths are estab-453

lished between high power-dissipation components and454

radiating mechanical enclosures. All active components455

will be tested from −30 ◦C to +50 ◦C, as well as being456

tested at the low pressure present at flight altitude.457

2.6. Preflight calibration and alignment procedures458

The positive-definite nature of polarimetric measure-459

ments requires that both unpolarised and polarised X-460

ray beams are used when characterising the polarimeter461

response. Highly-collimated high-rate X-ray beams can462

be produced at synchrotron facilities across a range of463

energies. Beams with ∼100% linear polarisation can be464

delivered by scattering a primary beam off a crystalline465

material. The X-Calibur polarimeter was characterised466

at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source [8].467

In the laboratory, or at the launch site, a beam with468

∼100% linear polarisation may be formed using a ra-469

dioactive source, e.g. 241Am, by scattering its X-ray470

beam (59.5 keV) through 90◦ [45]. Unscattered beams471

from radioactive sources can also be used to confirm the472

energy response of the polarimeter and the shield in the473

field.474

A number of alignment studies are required to con-475

trol systematic effects, which arise when measuring po-476

larisation and to ensure that the photon detection ef-477

ficiency is maximised during flight. The optical axes478

of the X-ray mirror and polarimeter must be aligned479

to ensure that focussed X-rays impinge on the centre480

of the beryllium scattering rod. An alignment proce-481

dure has been developed, which can be used at the482

launch site, based on a collimated beam of visible light,483

which reflects in the mirror identically to X-rays. The484

set-up comprises a laser diode placed at the eyepiece485

of a 356 mm (14 inch) diameter Celestron Schmidt-486

Cassesgrain telescope to produce a virtual light source487
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at infinity, thereby allowing a parallel beam of visi-488

ble light to enter the X-ray mirror. During the align-489

ment process, the incident direction of the light beam is490

recorded, and the location of the focal spot in the de-491

tector plane is monitored using two cameras (“forward-492

looking” and “backward-looking”), which are perma-493

nently mounted inside the X-ray mirror on the optical494

axis. During the X-Calibur flights the orientation of495

the forward-looking camera and the WASP star cam-496

era were cross-calibrated using star images. The truss497

bending was determined with a precision of 0.1 mm us-498

ing the backward-looking camera to survey an LED tar-499

get mounted on the polarimeter collimator [31]. The500

procedure allows the focal plane position of any target501

in the star camera field-of-view to be determined accu-502

rately. Additionally, standard metrology techniques (a503

theodolite-mounted laser and telescope system survey-504

ing alignment cubes mounted on payload components)505

are used to co-align the bore-sights of the two star cam-506

eras, to co-align the star cameras to the sun sensor, and507

to co-align the star camera to the X-ray axis of the po-508

larimeter. The polarimeter rotation angle is also aligned509

relative to the star tracker bank angle.510

3. Design Optimisation and Estimated Performance511

The XL-Calibur design has been studied and op-512

timised using a Monte Carlo approach implemented513

with the Geant4 [46, 47] simulation package (version514

10.04p03). The simulation geometry includes the beryl-515

lium scattering rod, CZT detectors, copper Faraday cage516

surrounding the polarimeter, aluminium-encased BGO517

anticoincidence shield, tungsten collimator, and rota-518

tion bearing assembly. This provides a realistic rep-519

resentation of the material distribution in the vicinity520

of the CZT detectors. The interactions of both source521

photons and background particles with the simulation522

model volumes have been considered3. For incident523

particles interacting with the CZT or the anticoinci-524

dence shield, the interaction location and deposited en-525

ergy are stored. The CZT energy deposits are converted526

to measured ADC channels according to an experimen-527

tally determined response function. The conversion has528

been tested using data from the X-Calibur 2018/2019529

flight and good agreement is found between the simu-530

lated and observed energy spectra [31].531

3The Geant4 ’shielding’ physics list [48] modified with the ’Liv-
ermore polarisation’ physics list is used.

3.1. Signal532

The signal response was determined us-533

ing a beam of photons directed through the534

collimator. Photon energies (E) were dis-535

tributed according to the Crab energy spectrum,536

F(E) = 9.42E−2.12 photons keV−1 cm−2 s−1 [49]. In537

Fig. 10, the signal rate is shown as a function of source538

elevation, where the effect of observing altitude is539

included. For a representative observing altitude of540

38 km, the average signal rate for a 1 Crab source varies541

between ∼2–4.4 Hz in the elevation range 40–80◦.542

The energy resolution when combining signals from543

all 16 CZT detectors has been simulated in the XL-544

Calibur energy range. In contrast to the result shown545

in Fig 9, the simulation accounts for the energy loss of546

photons scattering from the beryllium rod and demon-547

strates the effect of Compton scattering energy losses548

within the CZT detectors. As shown in Fig. 11, the en-549

ergy resolution worsens with energy. At 40 keV the550

measured energy resolution is 5.9 keV, compared to551

the intrinsic CZT detector energy resolution of 3.5 keV.552

Studies are in progress to determine if it is possible to553

improve the energy resolution at high energies through554

selections on the polar scattering angle.555

3.2. Background556

The energy spectra of background particles at a spec-557

ified atmospheric depth are produced for a given pri-558

mary flux of cosmic-ray protons and helium nuclei in-559

cident on the top of the atmosphere using the MAIRE560

code4. The primary flux depends on the observing po-561

sition (latitude, longitude), geomagnetic activity (Kp-562

index) and the observation date (amount of solar mod-563

ulation). A balloon altitude of 38 km is considered for564

solar minimum and solar maximum conditions with a565

low geomagnetic activity index (Kp=2). MAIRE gen-566

erates identical energy spectra for background particles567

at Antarctica (latitude: −77.84◦, longitude: 166.68◦)568

and Esrange (latitude: 67.86◦, longitude: 20.23◦). This569

is because MAIRE only considers a hadronic primary570

cosmic-ray flux, which is relatively insensitive to the571

difference in rigidity cut-off at these locations. The pri-572

mary flux of cosmic-ray electrons is more affected by573

geomagnetic location, but the flux is two orders of mag-574

nitude lower than the hadronic flux [51] and the result-575

ing background is not important for XL-Calibur.576

The resulting background-spectra inputs to Geant4577

comprise up- and down-going atmospheric electrons,578

4Models for Atmospheric Ionising Radiation Effects,
http://www.radmod.co.uk/maire. This code was previously
known as QARM [50].
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Figure 11: The simulated energy resolution for a range of mono-energetic photons which scatter off the beryllium rod before impinging on one of
the 16 circumadjacent CZT detectors. An energy-independent intrinsic CZT detector energy resolution of 3.5 keV is assumed.

neutrons and photons, up-going atmospheric protons,579

and down-going atmospheric and primary protons. Af-580

ter attenuation by the atmosphere, the contribution from581

cosmic X-ray background photons [52] is approxi-582

mately two orders of magnitude lower than secondary583

X-/gamma-rays produced in the atmosphere. The en-584

ergy spectra for all the simulated background compo-585

nents are shown in Fig. 12.586

A source photon, which enters the beryllium scat-587

tering rod and subsequently scatters into one of the588

surrounding CZT detectors, constitutes a signal event589

in XL-Calibur if there is no coincident anticoincidence590

veto signal. Despite the thick anticoincidence shield and591

passive materials surrounding the polarimeter assembly,592

background particles can produce an identical signature.593

This background could be largely eliminated by replac-594
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Figure 12: The energy spectra of background components generated by the MAIRE simulation. Up-going (down-going) fluxes are shown as solid
(dashed) lines. The inset figure shows the neutron spectrum, which covers a wider energy range than the other components.

ing the beryllium rod with an active plastic scintillator595

and requiring temporal coincidence between the scin-596

tillator and CZT signals [8]. A significant drawback597

with this approach is that a large fraction of the Comp-598

ton scattered events in the XL-Calibur energy range de-599

posit only a few keV in a plastic scattering element, re-600

sulting in a ∼50% detection efficiency. The beryllium601

scattering rod has a lower atomic number than plastic602

scintillator, yielding a higher scattering-to-photoelectric603

cross-section ratio [10]. Moreover, the higher density of604

beryllium means that photons are more likely to scatter605

near the top of the beryllium rod, which enhances the606

signal-to-background ratio in the upper rings of CZT607

detectors.608

As introduced in Section 2.4, several approaches are609

being adopted to reduce the occurrence of background610

events compared to X-Calibur: (i) a high stopping611

power BGO anticoincidence shield; (ii) a more compact612

polarimeter assembly, allowing the shield inner wall to613

lie closer to the CZT detectors; (iii) a significant re-614

duction of the shield veto energy threshold; (iv) reduc-615

ing the thickness of the CZT detectors from 2 mm to616

0.8 mm. The effect of these measures is shown in Ta-617

ble 4 and can be summarised as follows:618

1. Decreasing the anticoincidence veto threshold to619

∼100 keV reduces the background rate by a factor620

of 2.6 compared to X-Calibur.621

2. Reducing the CZT thickness from 2 mm to 0.8 mm622

reduces the background rate by an additional factor623

of 1.8.624

3. Implementing a more compact polarimeter assem-625

bly and BGO anticoincidence shield further re-626

duces the background rate by a factor of 5.4.627

Overall, the background rate is reduced by a factor ∼25.628

Figure 13 shows the composition of the background as629

a function of the energy deposited in the CZT detec-630

tors. The background is dominated primarily by (mainly631

albedo) atmospheric >100 MeV neutrons, which pene-632

trate the anticoincidence shield, as well as ∼MeV atmo-633

spheric gamma-rays. The effect of surrounding the an-634

ticoincidence shield with a polyethylene neutron mod-635

erator [53] of thickness 5 cm (8 cm in the vicinity of636

the CZT detectors) has been studied. The background is637

reduced by a factor of 1.2, but the moderator increases638

the polarimeter mass by at least 30 kg, which potentially639

decreases the observation altitude and places more com-640

plex requirements on the mechanical design. The mod-641

erator is therefore not implemented.642

3.3. Systematic errors643

During detailed studies of the systematic errors for644

X-Calibur [8], two factors were found to dominate:645
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Configuration Background rate (Hz)
Eth=100 keV Eth=1 MeV

2 mm CZT + CsI (X-Calibur) 4.93±0.10 12.64±0.16†

0.8 mm CZT + CsI 2.74±0.08 7.36±0.13
0.8 mm CZT∗ + BGO 0.51±0.02§ 2.24±0.04
0.8 mm CZT∗ + BGO + polyethylene 0.44±0.01 2.01±0.04

Table 4: Simulated background rates (15-80 keV, Hz) for different polarimeter design configurations assuming 2018/2019 X-Calibur flight con-
ditions. Two anticoincidence energy thresholds, Eth, are considered. Statistical errors (simulation statistics) are quoted. †A lower background
(2.3 Hz) was reported in [3] because a narrower energy range was considered (15-35 keV), and not all CZT rows were used. ∗With compact CZT
configuration. §Predicted for XL-Calibur.
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Figure 13: Stacked histograms showing the components of the CZT
background spectrum for XL-Calibur equipped with a BGO anticoin-
cidence shield. For comparison, the flux presented by a 200 mCrab
source is ∼0.025 counts s−1 keV−1 at 30 keV.

• Knowledge of the modulation factor. For X-646

Calibur, the modulation factor was measured with647

a relative accuracy of < 2%. This resulted in a rel-648

ative error on the measured polarisation fraction pr649

of 0.02pr.650

• During observations, the XL-Calibur pointing di-651

rection will be varied between the source lo-652

cation (on-source observations) and background653

fields with a ∼1◦ degree offset (off-source observa-654

tions). X-Calibur adopted this approach and could655

demonstrate null polarisation for background ob-656

servations [31]. Incorrectly estimating a time-657

variable background would lead to an under- or658

over-subtraction of the background. This may in-659

crease or decrease the measured polarisation frac-660

tion, respectively. The importance of this effect661

will depend on the signal-to-background ratio and662

will be more important for dim sources than for663

bright sources.664

Alignment systematics (e.g. a mirror-detector misalign-665

ment) produce a dominant dipole contribution in angu-666

lar space as the polarimeter rotates about the viewing667

axis. The 360◦ periodicity in the scattering angle com-668

pared to a period of 180◦ for the polarisation signal al-669

lows the two effects to be disentangled.670

4. Science Programme671

The science return from the foreseen observing pro-672

gramme is presented in this section. Since the X-ray673

sky is variable, the observation programme will be opti-674

mised prior to and during the flights based on visibility675

constraints, and the fluxes measured by the X-ray and676

γ-ray missions available at the time. For the X-Calibur677

flight, monitoring data from Swift BAT5 was used.678

A 345 ksec integration time is anticipated for flights679

from Esrange to Canada (5 days, 80% efficiency), and680

between 552 ksec and 3.8 Msec for a circumpolar Mc-681

Murdo flight (8–55 days, 80% efficiency). For an Es-682

range flight, at least two targets will be observed exten-683

sively (e.g. Cyg X−1 and Her X−1) and two other tar-684

gets with shorter exposures (including the bright Crab685

pulsar). For a longer McMurdo flight, approximately686

4–10 targets can be observed at flux levels exceed-687

ing 150 mCrab. Background levels are conservatively688

taken to be a factor of 10 lower than for the 2018/2019689

X-Calibur flight. Launch date constraints may pre-690

clude the observation of some targets (e.g. for an Es-691

range flight, the Crab can be observed during the long-692

duration flight window in May, July and August, but693

is too close to the Sun in June). For X-Calibur, 50%694

of the observing time was spent observing off-source.695

XL-Calibur’s improved signal-to-background ratio al-696

lows the fraction of off-source pointings to be lowered697

to ∼35% of the total integration time [54].698

5https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/results/transients/

BAT current.html
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Figure 14: The XL-Calibur observations of Cyg X−1 will improve
substantially over the PoGO+ observations. For 15-45 keV flux levels
between 200 mCrab and 2 Crab, a 100 ksec on-source observation
by XL-Calibur achieves 99% confidence level MDPs between 4% and
1% (blue line) and statistical 1σ polarisation fraction errors between
1% and 0.3% (red line). An atmospheric column density of 5 g/cm2

is assumed.

4.1. Revealing the geometry and location of the X-ray699

bright corona of accreting stellar-mass black holes700

During a week-long balloon flight from Esrange to701

Canada in 2016, PoGO+ observations constrained the702

polarisation of Cyg X−1 emission (19–181 keV) in the703

low-hard state to be less than 8.6% (90% confidence704

level) [5]. This value is commensurate with high scat-705

tering opacity accretion disks when viewed at signifi-706

cant angles to their surface normal directions [55]. Sim-707

ilar polarisation fractions of a few percent are produced708

by fully general relativistic modeling [56], and also by709

extended corona [57]. Interestingly, the PoGO+ value710

is significantly lower than the 15% model prediction711

of the lamp post model [58, 59, 60]. The lamp post712

geometry [61] places a small X-ray emitting corona at713

some height above the accretion disk, which is consid-714

ered to be axisymmetric. This defines a preferred di-715

rection, which naturally produces a higher polarisation716

fraction. Usually the corona is presumed to lie along717

the jet axis. During a day-long on-source observation of718

Cyg X−1 in the low-hard state, XL-Calibur will achieve719

a MDP of 2% for a typical low-hard flux of 700 mCrab720

(Fig. 14).721

For a uniform, planar disk, the polarisation vector di-722

rection (defining the polarisation angle) is perpendicular723

to the line that forms the intersection of the disk surface724

and the plane of the sky. Thus, it nominally lies parallel725

to the sky-projected direction of a jet. The geometri-726

cal XL-Calibur constraints can be compared with those727

from VLBI observations of the jet [62] and from obser-728

vational constraints on the orbital plane [63]. Cyg X−1729

is occasionally observed in the high-soft state with 100–730

150 mCrab fluxes in hard X-rays. In this case, the731

corona shape can be constrained in the high-soft state732

for the first time. A compact corona within a few grav-733

itational radii from the black hole would create a po-734

larisation fraction of ∼15%, which XL-Calibur can de-735

tect with high significance even at low flux levels. Even736

lower, disk-like values of ∼5% will be accessible to XL-737

Calibur. The polarisation fraction and angle can be738

used to constrain the black hole spin [58, 59, 60]. It739

will be important to complement the Cyg X−1 results740

with observations of other systems, e.g. GX 339−4,741

4U 1630−40 and other transient accreting black hole742

systems. If all these systems show low polarisation frac-743

tions, generalised conclusions about the corona shape744

can be made.745

4.2. Pin-pointing the origin of X-rays from accreting746

pulsars, and exploring the fundamental physics of747

the QED and plasma birefringence748

The neutron stars in Her X−1, GX 301−2 and749

Vela X−1 are prototypical mass-accreting and strongly750

magnetised pulsars in high-mass X-ray binaries751

(HMXBs). Despite years of multi-wavelength ob-752

servations, it is still not known where and how the753

X-rays originate. XL-Calibur observations will pro-754

vide qualitatively new geometrical information and755

stand to provide a real breakthrough in this line of756

research. All three sources are bright with aver-757

age fluxes around 250 mCrab and brighten regularly758

with orbital periods of 41.5 days (GX 301−2) and 8.9759

days (Vela X−1), and a super-orbital period of 35 days760

(Her X−1). The polarisation detection by X-Calibur of761

GX 301−2 demonstrates the polarimetry prospects for762

this source class [3]. Detailed radiation transport cal-763

culations have been performed for strongly magnetised764

X-ray pulsars [64, 65, 66], indicating polarisation sig-765

natures that are strongly dependent on the photon en-766

ergy and its propagation angle relative to the field di-767

rection [67]. The emergent linear polarisation therefore768

depends strongly on the pulsar phase and on photon en-769

ergy, especially so in the environs of cyclotron absorp-770

tion features. It carries a clear imprint of the X-ray emis-771

sion region geometry. The two main competing mod-772

els for accreting X-ray pulsars focus on the radiation773

beam shape (e.g. [68]). For low accretion rates, emis-774

sion from plasma columns, which are shocked above775

the neutron star surface radiate a pencil beam along the776

accretion flow. This contrasts with high accretion lumi-777

nosity systems, which dissipate their energy at the stel-778

lar surface and radiate a broad fan beam oriented with779
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the surface. Through phase-resolved polarimetry, since780

these geometries present opposite correlations between781

intensity and polarisation fraction in a pulse profile [66],782

XL-Calibur will help discern between these two leading783

geometrical pictures for these bright HMXBs.784

XL-Calibur also affords the opportunity to study the785

birefringent properties of the magnetized QED vacuum786

and accretion column plasma. Polarisation of the QED787

vacuum by the magnetic field leads to birefringent prop-788

agation of light [69, 70], an effect which defines ellipti-789

cal polarisation eigenstates stemming from a refractive790

index, which scales as the square of the magnetic field791

strength. These differ from the eigenmodes of plasma792

polarisation, with plasma dispersion scaling with the793

square of the plasma frequency, and therefore linearly794

with the plasma density. The competition between795

the two dispersive influences generates a so-called vac-796

uum resonance frequency, about which the polarisa-797

tion properties change dramatically (see [71] and ref-798

erences therein). This frequency is thus dependent on799

the density and the field strength, and can naturally fall800

in the hard X-ray window, enabling the prospect for801

XL-Calibur to provide the first evidence for this sig-802

nature prediction of QED. Phase and energy-resolved803

XL-Calibur observations in the 15–80 keV band will804

cover the cyclotron absorption features of Her X−1,805

GX 301−2 and Vela X−1 [72]. The cyclotron band is806

rich with diagnostic potential given that the polarisation807

signatures rapidly change with energy [73] due to the808

physics of normal mode propagation and the resonant809

interactions of light with the magnetized electrons.810

The expected performance for GX 301−2 is shown in811

Fig. 15. This is an updated version of the result pre-812

sented in [3], with a more realistic background level813

used. The simulations show that XL-Calibur can clearly814

distinguish between the predictions of the fan beam and815

pencil beam models of [66]. The conclusion will be816

largely independent of the viewing angle and the an-817

gle between the magnetic field axis and the rotation axis818

of the pulsar. The intrinsic radiation pattern is directly819

related to the extent of the emitting region and the opti-820

cal depth of the accretion column. The information will821

also be important to explain variations in the cyclotron822

absorption energies [e.g. 72].823

4.3. Observations of the Crab nebula and pulsar824

Determining the polarisation properties of the high-825

energy emission from isolated pulsars is a powerful826

tool for investigating their magnetospheres and in con-827

straining the location of emission sites. The high-828

energy emission is most likely due to charged particles,829
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Figure 15: Simulated 300 ksec GX 301−2 observation with XL-
Calibur at an atmospheric column density of 7 g/cm2 (the mean
depth of the 2018/2019 X-Calibur flight). An energy spectrum similar
to [74] is used with a 25-70 keV flux of 700 mCrab. The upper panel
shows the assumed pulse profile (black line), measured X-Calibur
2018/19 pulse profile (orange data points), and simulated XL-Calibur
results (black data points). The lower panel shows the expected polar-
isation fractions for the fan beam (green line) and pencil beam (blue
line) models of [66] (model 45/45). The black data points show the
simulated XL-Calibur polarisation fraction results for the fan beam
model, and the dark red lines show the MDP values.

which are accelerated within “gaps” in the magneto-830

sphere where strong electric fields can develop. Syn-831

chrotron emission arises from e+e− pairs produced in832

the resulting electromagnetic cascades, and for the Crab833

pulsar appears in the soft and hard X-ray bands [81].834

Key questions concern where these gaps are formed835

and where the emission sites are, i.e. in the polar-cap836

gap [82], slot gap [83], outer gap [84], variations there-837

of [75, 85], or inside a current sheet in the equatorial838

plane [e.g. 86, and references therein]. For the latter sce-839

nario, [87] predict an anticorrelation between flux and840

polarisation with 15% (on-pulse) and 30% (bridge) po-841

larisations. The phase-resolved X-ray polarisation frac-842

tion and angle variations for synchrotron models of the843

Crab pulsar depend primarily on whether the emission844

emanates from inside or outside the light cylinder [88].845

Such identification of the emission region locale is key846

to understanding the structure and inner workings of the847

pulsar magnetosphere.848

A 100 ksec XL-Calibur on-source observation of the849

Crab will measure the phase-resolved polarisation frac-850

tion and angle with exquisite accuracy (Fig. 16), en-851

abling model tests with unprecedented sensitivity. The852

analysis of the emission from the spatially extended853

Crab nebula is complicated, but this caveat does not ap-854
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Figure 16: Simulated phase-resolved XL-Calibur (15-80 keV) results
for a 100 ksec on-source observation of the Crab nebula and pulsar
(black data points and dark red 99% confidence level MDPs) together
with models from [75], and results from PoGO+ [4, 76], SPI [77, 78],
IBIS [79] and OSO-8 [80]. XL-Calibur will deliver definitive results
on the hard X-ray polarisation and will allow clear discrimination be-
tween models. An atmospheric column density of 7 g/cm2 is assumed.

ply to the pulsed emission as it originates from a small855

emission region comparable to or smaller than the diam-856

eter of the light cylinder (∼3000 km), and is easily iso-857

lated from the nebular signal through timing analyses.858

For a 100 ksec on-source observation of the Crab neb-859

ula and pulsar, the 99% confidence level MDP is 2.3%.860

The XL-Calibur results will substantially improve on861

the results of PoGO+ [4, 76] and will be complemen-862

tary to observations at lower (OSO-8, IXPE, and eXTP)863

and higher energies (AstroSat, Hitomi, INTEGRAL).864

5. Discussion865

XL-Calibur builds on the heritage of the X-Calibur866

mission to significantly extend X-ray polarimetry in867

the 15-80 keV energy band. This energy range is an868

ideal complement to the IXPE mission (2–8 keV) sched-869

uled for launch in 2021. XL-Calibur improves over X-870

Calibur by using the FFAST mirror with a 3–10 times871

larger effective area than the InFOCµS mirror (resulting872

in a collection area of ∼300 cm2 at 15 keV), and lower873

background rates resulting from the use of thinner CZT874

detectors, and improved anticoincidence shielding. The875

XL-Calibur approach combines several strengths:876

• High detection efficiency and low background:877

XL-Calibur detects ∼70% of the scattered photons878

with a high modulation factor of ∼0.5 at all en-879

ergies, and signal rates exceeding the background880

rate for >200 mCrab sources.881

• Energy resolution: XL-Calibur achieves an en-882

ergy resolution of ∼3 keV FWHM at 15 keV (dic-883

tated by electronic noise) and ∼5.9 keV at 40 keV884

(dictated by the intrinsic CZT energy resolution885

and Compton scattering energy losses).886

• Small systematic errors: The rotation of the po-887

larimeter during observations allows residual sys-888

tematic effects, arising from, e.g., variations in the889

CZT detector response, to be corrected for.890

As described in Table 4, a reduction in background891

by a factor of ∼6 (25) is predicted for 0.8 mm thick892

CZT detectors and the X-Calibur CsI(Na) anticoinci-893

dence shield (new compact BGO shield). When pre-894

senting the science programme, a background level ten895

times lower than that measured during the 2018/2019 X-896

Calibur balloon flight is conservatively assumed. The897

X-Calibur flight occurred during maximum background898

conditions (close to solar minimum), whereas upcoming899

flights will occur during more favourable conditions ap-900

proaching/around solar maximum. A further reduction901

in background rates can therefore be expected.902

Competing hard X-ray polarimeter designs use Gas903

Pixel Detectors (GPDs) similar to the ones used on904

IXPE, or Time Projection Chambers (TPCs) similar to905

the ones developed for PRAXyS [18]. In both cases, a906

high detection efficiency can be achieved by optimising907

the gas composition and pressure [e.g. 90]. The trade-908

offs between the competing techniques involve (i) the909

energy bandpass, (ii) the detection efficiency, (iii) the910

energy-dependent effective modulation factor, (iv) the911

energy-dependent background rate, and (v) systematic912

errors. XL-Calibur excels in (i), (ii), (iii), and (v). On913

a satellite mission an XL-Calibur-type polarimeter can914

cover a broad energy bandpass from ∼3 to >80 keV.915

The detection efficiency is near 100% and the modu-916

lation factor is high (∼0.5) over the entire energy range.917

The systematic errors are small and well understood918

[3, 31]. Regarding (iv) both GPD and TPC polarime-919

ters can distinguish photo-electron events from back-920

ground events by reconstructing track image features.921

Referring back to Fig. 13, hard X-ray GPD and TPC922
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Figure 17: Atmospheric transmission (dashed black lines) and pho-
ton detection rates for a dN/dE ∝ E−3 energy spectrum (solid red
lines) for observations at 48.8 km (160 kft) altitude (upper curves, at-
mospheric column density 1.1 g/cm2) and 39.6 km (130 kft) (lower
curves, atmospheric column density 3.2 g/cm2), respectively. The
development of higher-altitude balloons would lower the energy
threshold of the observations from ∼15 keV (39.6 km) to ∼10 keV
(48.8 km). Both graphs assume observations at 70◦ elevation. The
XCOM photon cross-sections database provided by the National In-
stitute of Standards and Technology [89] has been used.

polarimeters are expected to have less (or no) neutron-923

induced backgrounds, but similar or higher gamma-ray924

induced backgrounds, depending on the shielding. Con-925

sidering the photoelectric and Compton cross-sections926

across the XL-Calibur energy band, the XL-Calibur po-927

larimeter potentially has higher polarisation sensitivity928

at the upper end of the band, while GPD and TPC po-929

larimeters using appropriate gas mixtures/pressure may930

have better sensitivity at the lower end of the band.931

Further improvements in XL-Calibur’s performance932

could come from the development of higher-altitude933

balloons. The current 1.1 million cubic metre (40 mil-934

lion cubic feet) zero-pressure balloons can carry the935

2.1 tonne (4700 lbs) XL-Calibur payload to an altitude936

of ∼40 km (130 kft). Hard X-ray astronomy would937

greatly benefit from the development of higher altitude938

balloons. As an example, Fig. 17 compares the atmo-939

spheric transmission at ∼40 km float altitude to that at940

∼49 km (160 kft) float altitude. The higher altitudes941

would lower the low-energy cutoff from ∼15 keV to942

∼10 keV. Assuming a typical energy spectrum dN/dE ∝943

E−3, the higher altitude would increase the rate of de-944

tected source photons by a factor of three.945

An XL-Calibur-type polarimeter could be used on a946

stand-alone satellite borne Small Explorer (SMEX) or947

Medium Explorer (MIDEX) mission. The ideal mission948

would combine the hard X-ray polarimetric capabilities949

of an XL-Calibur-type polarimeter with a REDSOX-950

type soft X-ray polarimeter and intermediate energy po-951

larimeters like those of IXPE, eXTP, or PRAXyS. Such952

a broadband X-ray polarimetry mission has been pro-953

posed [15, 27], to enable the simultaneous measurement954

of the polarisation of several emission components – a955

long-awaited tool for precision tests of source emission956

and geometry models.957
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